
work.939

structure and approach to the topic was annexed to the 
report of the Commission to the General Assembly on 

940

its resolution 55/152 of 12 December 2000, the General 
Assembly took note of the topic’s inclusion.

Mr. Ian Brownlie as Special Rapporteur for the topic.941 

59/41 of 2 December 2004, endorsed the decision of the 

-
-

porteur942 as well as a memorandum prepared by the Sec-

an examination of practice and doctrine”.943 At its 2866th 

in particular the more contemporary practice as well as 
any other relevant information.944

181. At the present session, the Commission had the 
second report of the Special Rapporteur (A/CN.4/570) 
before it. The Commission considered the Special Rap-

to 21 July 2006.

1. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE TOPIC

(a)

182. The Special Rapporteur observed that his second 
945 

focused on two matters: (a

939 Yearbook … 2000, vol. II (Part Two), p. 131, para. 729.
940 ., Annex.
941 , vol. II (Part Two), p. 120, para. 364.
942 , vol. II (Part One), document A/CN.4/552.
943

944 , vol. II (Part Two), p. 27, para. 112.
945 See footnote 942 above.

of the debate in the Commission and the substantial points 
made by various Governments in the debate in the Sixth 
Committee at the sixtieth session of the General Assem-

b

-
ally part of the law of treaties and not of the law on the 
use of force. He also recalled the views expressed in the 
Sixth Committee that the subject was closely related to 
other domains of international law, such as international 
humanitarian law, self-defence and State responsibility.

(b)

184. It was reiterated that it was not possible to maintain 
a strict separation between the law of treaties and other 
branches of international law such as that of the rules 

-
national relations, international humanitarian law and the 

-
ful acts, which were also of relevance to the topic.

(c)

the nature of the debate in the Commission and the exist-
ence of substantial differences of opinion on important 
aspects of the subject, it would be premature to send the 

the Commission in 2007 would not necessarily be famil-
-

forward would be for the Special Rapporteur to prepare 

2. ARTICLE 1. SCOPE946

(a)

-
tion made in the Sixth Committee that, since article 25 of 
the 1969 Vienna Convention allowed for the provisional 
application of treaties, it seemed advisable that the draft 

946 Draft article 1 reads as follows:
“

 
in respect of treaties between States.”
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applied. He also noted that some members of the Com-

f), of 
the 1969 Vienna Convention, and those which are not.

(b)

distinction between effects on different provisions of the 
treaty as opposed to on the entire treaty, as well as that 
between the effects on the treaty itself and those on the 

suspension and termination of the treaty or provisions 
thereof.

(c)

188. The Special Rapporteur accepted that he would 
have to explore issues related to the scope of the topic 

-

subjects like 

3. ARTICLE 2. USE OF TERMS947

(a)

a), the Special Rappor-
teur observed that there was support for the inclusion of 

190. He noted that the most problematic issue was the 
b), which 

the distinction between international and non-interna-

character and noted that the question provoked marked 
differences of opinion in the Sixth Committee. He 

-
tion on the inclusion or not of non-international armed 

-
tional law.

947 Draft article 2 reads as follows:
“

“For the purposes of the present draft articles:
“(a

“(b
involves armed operations which by their nature or extent are likely 
to affect the operation of treaties between States parties to the armed 

(b)

a -
-

-

an administration of the occupied territory, such as the 
.948 Others preferred 

framework of international law.

-
b) was the subject of criticism: reference was 

-
mon in the contemporary world, and a preference was 

949 case, 

armed forces were not involved.

affect relations between the States parties to the treaty 

the application of the treaty indirectly. These may include 
-

stances and therefore lead to the suspension or termina-
tion of a treaty to which the State involved in the internal 

are not involved, and, as such, were best analysed within 
the framework of the 1969 Vienna Convention.

194. Support was also expressed for the view of the 
Netherlands that military occupations should also be 

-
tion for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event 

advisory opinion of the ICJ in the 

ian Territory case.950

that military occupations should more properly be seen 

under international administration. Others were of the 

948 -

(A/48/486, annex).
949 v.

, International Tribunal for the Former 
-
-

ary 1996), pp. 54–55, para. 70.
950 

,  , 
p. 136.



view that such situations should not be considered as they 
-

“third kind”, such as the “war on terrorism”, should be 

the activities of non-State actors since such an approach 
could threaten the stability of the treaty system.

accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. Refer-
ence was made to the 1985 resolution of the Institute of 
International Law which had drawn such a distinction.951 
This opinion was shared by the majority of members of 
the Commission.

(c)

-

with such treaties in the present draft articles.

-
cern he had related to the implication from some of the 

-
-

a -
poses of the draft articles. To his mind, the concept of 

by the intention of the parties in draft article 4. One of 

the previous year that draft article 10 would be carefully 
redrafted.

4. ARTICLE 3. IPSO FACTO TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION952

(a)

199. The Special Rapporteur noted that draft article 3 
was the primary article because it was based on the cen-

does not  terminate or suspend the operation 

951

(art. 7), Yearbook of the Institute of International Law, vol. 61-II (1986).
952 Draft article 3 reads as follows:

“Ipso facto termination or suspension
 terminate or 

suspend the operation of treaties as:
“(a
“(b

State.”

of treaties. He noted that it was not strictly necessary, 
in the sense that draft article 4 could stand without it. 
Nonetheless it was useful to rebut the historical view 

recalled that the phrase “ ” would be replaced 
by “necessarily”.

(b)

200.  General support was expressed for the retention 
of draft article 3 which was considered central to the draft 
articles. Support was also expressed for the Special Rap-
porteur’s proposal to replace the phrase “ ” with 
“necessarily”, which would serve as an indication that in 

termination of treaties, but in others it would not, i.e. dif-
ferent effects were possible for different treaties. Others 

retain the expression “ ” to indicate that outbreak 

5. ARTICLE 4. THE INDICIA OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO TERMINA-
TION OR SUSPENSION OF TREATIES IN CASE OF AN ARMED 
CONFLICT953

(a)

201. The Special Rapporteur pointed to the reliance on 
the concept of the intention of the parties, which had been 

scepticism, he was of the view that it was the only work-
able concept available. He noted that it was not infrequent 
that decision makers and tribunals had to construct the 

that it was necessary to include other factors, such as the 
object and purpose of the treaty and the circumstances of 

202. There remained the question of the relationship 
between draft articles 4 and 7. It was his intention that the 
two provisions would be applicable on a basis of coor-
dination. In addition, draft article 4 referred to articles 
31 and 32 of the 1969 Vienna Convention, which was 

the present context.

(b)

203. The view was expressed that the criterion of inten-

of the principle of the prohibition of recourse to armed 

953 Draft article 4 reads as follows:
“

“1. The susceptibility to termination or suspension of treaties in 

of the parties at the time the treaty was concluded.
-

bility to termination or suspension shall be determined in accordance:
“(a) With the provisions of articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna 

“(b



was expressed with the view that it was not realistic to 
think that parties contemplate the effect of an armed con-

-

continuance of the treaty, or one of its provisions, in the 

-
bers also referred to the criteria of the object and purpose 

-
tion itself. It was also pointed out that it was necessary 
to take into account the subsequent history of the treaty 
as contemplated in articles 31 and 32 of the 1969 Vienna 
Convention.

(c)

to pursue the question of intention further. At the same 

part of international law. It was quite common to see ref-

in the context of reservations to treaties. Instead, the prob-
lem was the ascertainment of evidence of intention.

6. ARTICLE 5. EXPRESS PROVISIONS ON 
THE OPERATION OF TREATIES954

(a)

205. The Special Rapporteur remarked that the draft 

However, he felt it helpful to have such a provision for 
the sake of clarity, and he noted that the Commission had 

(b)

dealt with in separate draft articles. It was also proposed 

a), of the Harvard Research in 
International Law draft convention on the law of trea-
ties.955 Reference was made to the advisory opinion of 
the ICJ in the 

case,956 

were not excluded as a result of the operation of 
.

954 Draft article 5 reads as follows:
“

accordance with their express provisions are operative in case of an 
-
-

sion or waiver of the relevant treaties.
-

accordance with the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.”
955 -

tional Law, Part. III, “The Law of Treaties”, p. 657, at p. 1183.
956 See footnote 950 above.

7. ARTICLE 6. TREATIES RELATING TO THE 
OCCASION FOR RESORT TO ARMED CONFLICT957

(a)

-
ful settlement ensued.

(b)

208. General support was expressed for the Special 
Rapporteur’s proposal to delete the provision.

8. ARTICLE 7. THE OPERATION OF TREATIES ON THE BASIS 
OF NECESSARY IMPLICATION FROM THEIR OBJECT AND 
PURPOSE958

(a)

209. The Special Rapporteur noted that the provision 
was complementary to draft article 4. It was also the main 
source of debate and comment by Governments. There 

United States that it was a mistaken approach to resort 

-
ciples or policy elements in the discernment of the el-

was customary law, or nascent customary law, support-

957 Draft article 6 reads as follows:
“
“A treaty, the status or interpretation of which is the subject mat-

ter of the issue which was the occasion for resort to armed con-

presumption will be rendered inoperable by evidence of a contrary 

958 Draft article 7 reads as follows:
“

“1. In the case of treaties the object and purpose of which 
involve the necessary implication that they continue in operation 

as such inhibit their operation.

“(a
“(b

“(

“(
“(e
“(f 

“(
“(h

-

“(i -

“(
“(k
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-

analysis of the State practice and case law, which could 
be prepared by the Secretariat with assistance from the 
Special Rapporteur.

(b)

210. Different views were expressed on draft article 7. 
For some, the provision was useful but needed to be clari-

on treaties: an examination of practice and doctrine”959 by 
-

-

)). 

959 See footnote 943 above.

Others supported the proposal to delete the provision. It 
was pointed out that any list of examples of types of trea-
ties created an presumption that treaties not 

-

Support was expressed for the Special Rapporteur’s pro-

practice and jurisprudence. Still others considered it more 

conclusion that a treaty or some of its provisions should 
continue or should be suspended or terminated in the 

(c)

211. The Special Rapporteur recalled that the list of cat-
-

ance for the discovery of intention in draft article 4, and 
reiterated that he was prepared to revisit the provision.




